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A year unlike
any other
CEO, Stephen Opie

It’s difficult to know how to start writing about a year so extraordinary in the
life of this charity. In the 44-year journey of Age Concern Wellington, there
probably has never been a more eventful year than the past twelve months.
With a dramatic increase in income (almost double), came more staff and a
greater presence across the Region. This has led to rapid growth in our
activities, and hundreds more seniors reached.
Then came Covid-19, and the lockdown none of us will forget in a hurry. This
brought unprecedented challenges for older people, requiring a rapid and
creative redesign of our service delivery.
I can assure you that our volunteers and staff went above and beyond the
call of duty during lockdown to ensure seniors were cared for, encouraged
and informed as they navigated through a stressful and anxious time. I know
what they did made a huge difference.

Serving the Wellington Region
The past twelve months saw several new
initiatives launched. One of these, the
Companion Walking Service, was designed to
fill an identified gap in the small range of walking
services offered by other groups. Trained and
vetted volunteers are carefully matched with
clients who would like someone to take them for
a walk every week. This not only helps with
physical strength and confidence, preventing falls
and other injuries, but has already proved to
have a significant impact on mental health. We
had engaged 16 clients in this brand new service
by the time lockdown hit, and started to see a
surge in interest post-lockdown.

Rob, a diabetic with poor circulation, relies on crutches to move
around. He was sitting all day and complained of a backache. After
10 weeks of participating in the Companion Walking Service, his
backache has improved and he now rarely requires pain killers. He
was depressed initially, but his mood has lifted thanks to trips to
the park. His weekly walk is the only time he leaves his flat.

The Accredited Visitor Service continues to have a huge impact on more than 100 seniors across
the Region. For some older people, our volunteer is the only person, other than shop attendants and
the doctor that they may speak to during the week. During lockdown, these relationships proved
invaluable in ensuring our older people remained socially connected.
We have built on the strong foundations already
established for Steady As You Go (SAY Go)
during the past year, adding six new classes with
more than 175 participants, bringing the total
number of people participating in SAY Go to more
than 385. Many of these groups develop strong
connections, often resulting in other social
activities outside of the classes.

SAY Go helps in
hospital recovery
A SAY Go participant
from Tawa was in
hospital for 62 days.
After she returned home,
she started attending
SAY Go classes. She
said they have been
transformative for her,
and have played a
significant role in her
recovery.

Our Connect programme in Wellington and Lower Hutt did not start as
planned, but has since developed into a successful series of group
gatherings. After launching the programme, it became clear that building
relationships was the priority and the best way to facilitate connecting older
people into activities in their community. In partnership with the Wellington
City Council, our Connect Coordinator started three coffee groups in social
housing complexes - Marshall Court and Queens flats, Dixon Street Flats
and Newtown Park Flats. These coffee groups attracted more than 40
people, some of whom had never spoken to anyone else in their social
housing complex.
Already, we are seeing the benefits
of engaging with seniors in this way.
As an example, our Coordinator
was recently able to support an
older person who attended the
Marshall Court coffee group by
assessing her for a Total Mobility
Card. This was a service the older
person knew nothing about. She is
now able to access more local
amenities for a cheaper price per
taxi ride than previously.

One 93 year old, “staunchly independent member” of SAY Go in
Johnsonville contacted Age Concern right at the start of lockdown for
guidance on how she could do her shopping. She was very surprised at
the offer to do it for her. Eventually, after hearing the advice on the
importance of protecting herself, she arranged for her son to do it.

Covid-19 Response
With the onset of Covid-19 and the resulting national lockdown, all our
regular activities stopped, and focus turned to connecting with isolated
seniors one on one through phone, email, and pen pal channels. Our staff
mobilised hundreds of volunteers to connect with seniors who were often
anxious and concerned. We started a shopping service which reached 81
seniors with shopping support and even free food for those that needed it.

Some volunteers kept in touch with older people via our pen pal and phone friend
services. During lockdown, we had more than 400 new volunteers register on our
website. This created a somewhat unusual balance for any charity – having too many
volunteers and not enough clients. From this database we were able to identify people
with specific skills such as other language speakers. As an example, a Chinese man who
didn’t speak much English was confused by lockdown until we matched a Mandarin
speaking volunteer with him. Our volunteer was able to explain what was happening and
why he couldn’t leave his home.
The phone didn’t stop ringing during lockdown, with our Community Support Coordinator
taking more than 250 calls. These calls ranged from confusion around what each Covid19 Level meant through to more complex mental health situations that had to be
forwarded on to relevant organisations for help. It was encouraging though to see that
during the crisis, Age Concern was top of mind for many seniors when they needed help
and support.

Partnerships
Key to our success in reaching more seniors this year has been partnerships. We have
benefited greatly from particularly strong partnerships with Wellington City Council, the
Ministry of Social Development and the Ministry of Health through Age Concern New
Zealand. These key partnerships allowed us to build our staff team and expand all of our
services.
We also received significant funding from Hutt City Council, Wellington Community Trust,
Pub Charity, Lotteries, the Community Organisations Grants Scheme, Trust House, One
Foundation, Lion Foundation and Thomas George McCarthy Trust, among others.
Without these generous funders we would not have been able to achieve what we have.

Our people
Much of what you have just read was made possible thanks to a bold Board
who took a leap of faith and employed a CEO in Jacqui Eyley. Together,
they transformed systems and processes that would create a solid platform
to build on for years to come. Jacqui’s vision for reaching every older person
in the region has driven this success and we are very grateful for the time
she spent leading the organisation.
Without our partnership with our team of volunteers, we would most certainly
not be reaching as many seniors as we do. Our volunteers make sacrifices
that we cannot quantify so that older people can have a happier, healthier
life. Their willingness to serve, their patience and their compassion is truly
inspiring.
Our staff team has also grown during the past year, with a second AVS
Coordinator employed, along with a Marketing Coordinator and the
Companion Walking Service Coordinator. Each one of our small team is
passionate about their work and dedicated to making a difference in the lives
of older people. They too make many sacrifices to accommodate our
volunteers and clients.
Indeed, Age Concern Wellington is not about services and programmes, it is
about people. And it’s thanks to the many people involved that it really feels
like the Age Concern Wellington flame is burning bright once again.

Thanks

There are many people and organisations we'd
like to thank for their support. Without them, we
couldn't reach as many seniors as we do.
A special thanks to Age Concern New Zealand
for their ongoing support of our work in the
Wellington Region.

Our Volunteers
Our work only happens thanks to hundreds of volunteers who dedicate their time and
energy to helping seniors stay connected and get the support they need. We'd like to
acknowledge all of our volunteers - thank you for all you do for older people across the
Region, and for Age Concern Wellington. We couldn't do it without you!

Our Partners
We partner with various businesses and organisations who help us through the provision
of subsidised or free services. We'd particularly like to thank:

Our Funders
The work of Age Concern Wellington during 2019/2020 was made possible through the
generous support and assistance of a number of organisations and trusts. Age
Concern Wellington wishes to record its appreciation and thanks to:

